LGBTQ-RAN TAG
SCAVENGER HUNT

ALL TAGS CAN BE BROWSED AT HTTPS://LGBTQRELIGIOUSARCHIVES.ORG/TAGS

1) SUMMARIZE THIS TOPIC OR EVENT IN LGBTQ HISTORY (YOU MAY USE RESOURCES OUTSIDE OF LGBTQ RELIGIOUS ARCHIVES TO DO THIS). USE TEXT CITATATIONS TO CITE ANY OUTSIDE RESOURCES IN APA OR MLA FORMAT.

2) WHEN DID THIS EVENT/MOVEMENT TAKE PLACE?

3) WHAT PROFILES OF RELIGIOUS LEADERS CAN BE FOUND UNDER THIS TAG? LIST 5 EXAMPLES.

4) WHAT ORAL HISTORIES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER THIS TAG?

5) CHOOSE A LGBTQ LEADER TO EXPLORE. WHAT WAS THEIR SIGNIFICANCE TO THIS EVENT IN HISTORY? WHAT OTHER TAGS CAN BE FOUND ON THIS PERSON’S PROFILE?

6) WHAT ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE UNDER THIS TAG? LIST 5 EXAMPLES.

7) WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCE? WHAT ARE SOME PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES LISTED UNDER THIS TAG? GIVE 5 EXAMPLES OF EACH.

8) WHAT ONLINE EXHIBITS ARE SHOWCASED ON THE LGBTQ-RAN WEBSITE UNDER THIS TAG?

9) EXPLORE ONE OF THE EXHIBITS UNDER THIS TAG. SUMMARIZE WHAT IS AVAILABLE IN THAT EXHIBIT.

10) WHAT ADDITIONAL RESOURCES CAN YOU FIND ON LGBTQ RAN BY CLICKING ON DIFFERENT BIOGRAPHIC PROFILES UNDER THIS TAG?